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TO:  TACIR Commission Members 
   
FROM: Harry A. Green 
  Executive Director 
 
DATE: September 8, 2010 
 
SUBJECT: Regional Jail Feasibility Study 
 
At the June 2010 TACIR Commission meeting, Commissioners were presented 
with the findings and recommendations of the regional jail feasibility study for 
Clay, Fentress, Overton, and Pickett Counties.  Commissioners declined to take 
action on the report until feedback was obtained from stakeholders.  
 

• Commissioners requested feedback from the Select Oversight Committee 
on Corrections, the Tennessee Department of Corrections (TDOC), the 
Tennessee Corrections Institute (TCI), and the four counties included in 
the study. 
  

• Written feedback from the Select Oversight Committee on Corrections, 
TDOC, and TCI is presented on the following pages. 

 
• Select Oversight Committee on Corrections Director Bob Mckee and 

TDOC Commissioner Gayle Ray and will address the TACIR Commission. 
  

• TACIR received feedback from one of the four counties.  John B. Mullinix, 
who was the County Executive of Fentress County at the time of the 
study, stated that the study provided his county with much valuable 
information.  County Executive Mullinix stated that the Fentress County 
Commission has voted to build a new county jail and that the county would 
be grateful if a portion of the remaining appropriation funds were issued to 
help Fentress County with jail planning.  
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SELECT OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE ON CORRECTIONS 
 
Suggested Committee Comment 
August 11, 2010 
 
Regional Jail Feasibility Studies 
     Clay, Fentress, Pickett & Overton Counties 
Tennessee Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations (TACIR) 
 
     The total anticipated thirty year cost for the regional jail was estimated at 
approximately $169,000,000. The study then determined the thirty year cost for each county 
based on their anticipated usage of the facility and then compared that cost to the thirty year 
cost of individually operating their own facility. 
    
    On page 11 of the report the costs percentage for each county in the four county 
regional concepts varies from an additional cost of 35% for Overton County to a savings of 
57% for Pickett County, savings of 24% for Clay County and a savings of 12% for Fentress 
County. This formula was arrived at by allocating the cost based on each county’s usage as a 
percent of detention days.  Also, when compared to the cost of each county building a new 
jail and considering future costs the savings for Clay and Fentress were less than 10%, 
substantially more for Pickett and negligible for Overton. (page 2) 
  
    It was also pointed out that the counties are not all in the same judicial district, which 
would most likely create scheduling problems, however the legislature could resolve that by 
redrawing the judicial boundaries, if that does not create other problems. Additionally 
Overton County is not in need of more beds for up to ten years, which would make the 
expenditure of several million dollars a very difficult decision for them.  Although a regional 
facility would certainly be more efficient and effective. 
    
  The conclusion is that the counties would be more likely to pursue a four county 
regional partnership when Overton needs to expand.  Clay, Pickett and Fentress have more 
immediate needs for a new facility and that is the apparent reason the authors of the report 
suggested that those counties may want to consider other partners for the project or consider 
a three county partnership.  TCI (Tennessee Correction Institute) and CTAS (County 
Technical Assistance Service) and the Oversight Committee could possibly identify other 
counties as potential partners.    
 
    Exploring different options:  Another approach that could make this regional proposal 
more equitable would be to separate the construction cost from the operational cost. Then 
calculate each county’s contribution to construction based on their individual cost of building 
a new facility.  The construction cost of new facilities at each county totals $51,100,000 
collectively. No county would pay more for their share than their cost of a new jail if built 
separately 
 
 The regional jail has an estimated cost of $47,500,000 for a savings of $3.6 million 
and they would share the savings of consolidation accordingly. Operational cost sharing 
could be calculated on a formula that includes detention days used by each county and travel 
cost and cost of a local lockup if needed, by the non-host counties, and other costs that might 
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be unique to any county.  Also Clay, Fentress and Pickett Counties could build a three county 
regional jail for $26,296,000.  If these counties desire to pursue the regional concept, there 
needs to be resolution of the funding needed for the project and the commitment to provide 
the funds from each county assuming a mutually agreed funding formula is accepted    
 
     The obstacles encountered in this process are consistent with the TACIR finding, that 
only eleven new regional jails have opened in the past ten years.  However, there are 
advantages of a regional facility, especially for smaller rural counties if the various obstacles 
can be overcome.    
 
   Two options for committee consideration: 
 1.   Leave the program in place as is so that a regional jail authority could be created 

when two or more counties/municipalities with more common needs and resources 
can better align themselves.    

 
      2.  The General Assembly could consider a statewide study to determine which 

counties would be candidates for a regional jail over a given time span and determine 
if there is an optimum size to receive the most effective economic benefit.  Then 
determine which of the counties could logically group together for their mutual 
benefit to create a regional jail, considering needs, costs, geography, judicial district, 
resources, etc.  The study would consider the aspects of the TACIR report. 

        
      In either case the state should enact adequate per diem rates that would pay for and 
require treatment and programming for the state offenders housed in the facility. Also in 
either case there may be a need for state participation in construction cost as most other states 
have done. 
 
     Additionally the TACIR study made several recommendations concerning TCI jail 
standards and TDOC’s policy and per diem rate for housing state inmates in local jails.  
These issues have been before the Oversight Committee in the past and it now appears there 
may be a need to revisit them.  A response from TCI is attached. 
  
REVISION TO ORIGINAL SUGGESTED AT SOCC MEETING 8-11-2010 
Oversight Committee comment was revised by the committee at the 08/11 meeting to 
recommend option 2 for the continued study of the regional jail concept and to send a copy of 
the revised comment to the membership of the General Assembly. 
 
Option 2 – 
      The General Assembly could consider a statewide study to determine which counties 

would be candidates for a regional jail over a given time span and determine if there 
is an optimum size to receive the most effective economic benefit.  Then determine 
which of the counties could logically group together for their mutual benefit to create 
a regional jail, considering needs, costs, geography, judicial district, resources, etc.  
The study would consider the aspects of the TACIR report.       
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